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Abstract

We study the processing times of jobs executed by transaction servers supporting Quality of Service differentiation. To this end, we model the job processing times as the sojourn times in a multiple-server processor-sharing system with two priority classes. We present a closed-form expression for the mean sojourn time of high priority customers, based on a classical result on Generalized Processor Sharing models. For the low priority customers we develop an exact expression for the mean sojourn time in the single-server case, and for the multiple-server case we propose and validate simple and fast-to-evaluate approximations. Numerical results demonstrate that the approximations are highly accurate for a broad range of parameter settings.

1 Introduction

The explosive growth of the Internet, the increasing popularity of PCs and the advances in high-speed networking have boosted the development of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), which is becoming an integrated part of our modern society. ICT enables applications to be supported by geographically distributed server and database systems that can communicate with each other; these applications are commonly referred to as distributed applications. A typical feature of distributed applications is that an end-user transaction generates a sequence of sub-transactions to be performed in parallel and/or in series at different systems. Typical examples of distributed applications are the World Wide Web and other on-line services, billing chains, cash dispensers and credit card payments. With the growth of Internet popularity the performance of Internet services is gradually degrading, sometimes to unacceptable levels. Moreover, a growing number of new real-time services (e.g., Internet telephony, video conferencing) require strict guarantees on the Quality of Service (QoS) observed by the end users. This has raised the need for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to migrate from best-effort type of Internet service offerings to services with QoS guarantees and QoS differentiation. These observations raise the need to investigate ways to control and predict the QoS of distributed services under realistic or expected load scenarios.

Quality of Service is a rather general term referring to measures such as service availability, reliability, transaction throughput and response times. In this paper we focus on response times. End-to-end transaction response time can be subdivided into the processing times of the sub-transactions at components in the distributed system (e.g. Web servers, database systems, network interfaces). In this paper we focus on the response times of a single
bottleneck component, in particular, a host computer on which a multi-threaded server is installed. It is assumed here that the thread spawning algorithm is implemented such that there is always at least one thread available to serve newly incoming transaction requests, and that the performance bottleneck is the limited amount of CPU capacity, which is a realistic assumption for transaction servers with a significant amount of server-side processing. The reader is referred to [12] (and reference therein) for results on the performance modeling of multithreaded servers, and to [8, 13, 18] for extensions of the model in [12] to transaction servers with significant server-side scripting; other references on transaction server performance are [17, 9, 7, 1, 5], amongst others. In this paper, the transaction server is modeled as a multiple-server queueing model with processor sharing service discipline with two priority classes. In this model the servers represent the processors, the customers represent transactions, the customer classes represent QoS classes, the processor sharing service discipline represents the fact that the threads handling the transaction requests in parallel share the processing power of the processors, and the sojourn times represent the processing times of the transactions.

In the literature, a variety of papers focus on processor sharing models. For the M/G/1-PS system Yashkov [21], Ott [16] and Van den Berg and Boxma [2] derive (implicit) expressions for the Laplace Stieltjes Transform (LST) of the sojourn time distribution. Van den Berg [3] obtains a simple and fast approximation for the second moment of the sojourn time in the M/G/1-PS queue. Cohen [6] considers so-called Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) systems, in which the service rate of the customers in the system is an arbitrary function of the number of customers present. He derives explicit expressions for the distribution of the number of customers in the system, see Section 3 for more details. The reader is referred to Yashkov [22, 23] for overviews of the available results on processor sharing systems. A specific feature of the model studied in the present paper is that the service rate available to low priority customers varies in time due to the fluctuations in the number of high priority customers. In the literature several papers are devoted to processor sharing models with fluctuating service rates. Nunez-Queija [15] considers an M/M/1-PS model with an ON/OFF server, and derives closed-form expressions for the expected conditional sojourn time. He also derives closed-form expressions for the limiting sojourn-time distribution under heavy traffic assumptions. Nunez-Queija et al. [14] consider a multiple-server model with two priority classes, where the high priority customers may be blocked when all servers are busy, whereas the low priority customers utilize the remaining service capacity in a processor-sharing fashion. For this model, expressions for the blocking probabilities for the high priority customers, and the (conditional) sojourn times for the low priority customers are given, requiring the solution of a set of linear equations. Litjens and Boucherie [11] consider an extension of the model in Nunez-Queija et al. [14] assuming that the high priority customers can be buffered, and propose a numerical approach to calculate the performance parameters of interest.

In this paper, we study the mean sojourn times in a multiple-server queueing model with processor sharing service discipline and two priority classes. For the high priority class, we present closed-form expressions for the mean sojourn times in a general parameter setting, which is a special case of the results obtained by Cohen [6] for the GPS-model (addressed above). For low priority customers, closed-form expressions are derived for the single-server

\[1\text{Note, that } \text{Cohen's GPS system is not the same as the in the context of ATM and IP networks well known Generalized Processor Sharing cell/packet scheduling mechanism (also called Weighted Fair Queueing).}\]
For the multiple-server case, exact results seem to be attainable only via the numerical solution of a (large) set of linear equations, as e.g. in the similar model analyzed in [14]. We propose and test a fast-to-evaluate approximation for the mean sojourn time of the low priority customers. This approximation can be expressed in a closed form formula providing much insight into the impact of the different system parameters. Moreover, the approximation approach can easily be extended to a more general class of models (see Section 5 for details). Numerical results demonstrate that the approximations are highly accurate for a broad range of parameter settings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the precise description of the examined model and the performance measures are discussed. In section 3, exact and approximate evaluation methods are presented. The numerical results used for comparison and validation of the approximation methods are presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 contains concluding remarks and addresses a number of topics for further research.

2 Model

Consider an M/M/C processor sharing model with two priority classes. The C servers are identical and process requests at unit rate. High priority customers have strict priority (preemptive resume) over low priority customers. High and low priority customers arrive according to independent Poisson processes with rates \( \lambda_H \) and \( \lambda_L \), respectively. The service-time requirements of the high and low priority customers are exponentially distributed with means \( \beta_H \) and \( \beta_L \), respectively. The average load of the high and low priority classes is denoted by \( \rho_H := \lambda_H \beta_H \) and \( \rho_L := \lambda_L \beta_L \), and the total load of the system is denoted by \( \rho_{H+L} := \rho_H + \rho_L \). The service process of high priority customers alternates between two modes: a normal mode and a processor sharing mode. The process is in normal mode when the number of high priority customers does not exceed \( \frac{H}{C} \). In that case, each high priority customer occupies a single server and is served at unit rate. When the number of high-priority customers is larger than \( C \), the system switches to a processor sharing mode. In that case, the total service capacity \( C \) is equally shared among the high priority customers: when there are \( n_H \geq C \) high-priority customers in the system, each of these customers is served in a processor sharing fashion with rate \( C/n_H \). Notice that customers are not buffered, and there is no customer blocking. The servers not used by the high priority customers are available for service of the low priority customers. The service process of low priority customers also switches between a normal model and a processor sharing mode. The low priority service process is in normal mode if the total number of customers in the system does not exceed \( C \); in that case, each customer is served by a single server at unit rate. The low priority service process switches to processor sharing mode when the total number of customers exceeds \( C \): when there are \( C_L \) servers available for serving low priority customers and there are \( n_L \geq C_L \) low priority customers in the system, then each of these customers is served at rate \( C_L/n_L \). When all servers are occupied by the high priority customers (i.e., \( n_H \geq C \)), the service of the low priority customers is stopped; their service is continued as soon as the number of high priority customers becomes less than \( C \). Recall that the priority rule is preemptive resume. The stability condition of the system is \( \rho_{H+L} < C \). Throughout, it is assumed the system is stable and in steady state. Denote by \( S_H \) and \( S_L \) the steady state sojourn time of an arbitrary high priority and low priority customer respectively. In this paper, our main focus is on \( E[S_H] \) and \( E[S_L] \), i.e.
the mean sojourn times of both high and low priority customers.

3 Analysis

In section 3.1 we present a closed-form expression for the mean sojourn time of the high priority customers, based on the results obtained by Cohen [6] for the Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) model. In section 3.2 the results in [6] are further exploited for the development of an approximation for the mean sojourn time of the low priority customers.

3.1 Preliminaries; High Priority Traffic

From the model description it is clear that the behavior of the high priority customers is not influenced by the presence of the low priority customers. In particular, the stochastic behavior of the high priority customer class is easily seen to occur as a special case of the so called Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) model analyzed in Cohen [6]. In the GPS model, whenever there are *i* customers present in the system, each customer receives service at a rate *f(i)*, where *f(·)* is an arbitrary function (under some weak assumptions). Notice that in the present model we have *f(i) = 1* if *0 ≤ i ≤ C*, and *f(i) = C/i* if *i > C*. Cohen derives a general, very useful result for the joint stationary distribution of the number of customers *N* in the GPS system and their residual service requirements *T* := *(T(1),...,T(N))*; cf. formula (7.19) in [6]:

\[
Pr[N = n, T = t] = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \varphi(n) \prod_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1 - B(\tau(i))}{\beta}}{\sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \varphi(k)}, \quad n = 0, 1, ..., \tau(i) \geq 0, \quad (1)
\]

where \(\varphi(0) := 1\) and \(\varphi(n) := (\prod_{i=1}^{n} f(i))^{-1}\), for \(n = 1, 2, ...,\) and where \(B(·)\) denotes the customers’ service requirement distribution, \(\beta\) is the mean service requirement, \(\lambda\) is the customer arrival rate and \(\rho := \lambda\beta\). It is readily verified that for the present model we have \(\varphi(n) := 1\) if \(0 \leq n \leq C\), and \(\varphi_H(n) := n!C^{C-n}/C!\) if \(n > C\). Inserting this into (1) and integrating over all values of the residual service requirements \(\tau(i)\) one can derive the following explicit expression for the mean number of customers \(E[N_{GPS}(\rho)]\) in the GPS system with load \(\rho\):

\[
E[N_{GPS}(\rho)] = \frac{C^C}{C!A(C, \rho)} \left( \frac{C(\rho/C)^{C+1}}{1 - \rho/C} + \frac{(\rho/C)^{C+1}}{1 - \rho/C^2} \right) + \frac{1}{A(C, \rho)} \sum_{n=1}^{C} \frac{\rho^n}{(n-1)!}, \quad (2)
\]

with

\[
A(C, \rho) = \frac{C^C (\rho/C)^{C+1}}{C! (1 - \rho/C)} + \sum_{n=0}^{C} \frac{\rho^n}{n!} \quad (3)
\]

Note that for the case \(C = 1\) our GPS model reduces to the standard single server processor sharing model. Indeed, for that case the above formula yields the well known result (cf., e.g., Kleinrock [10]): For \(C = 1\),

\[
E[N_{GPS}(\rho)] = \frac{\rho}{1 - \rho}, \quad (4)
\]
We now return to our multi-server processor sharing system with priorities. Our observation at the beginning of this section implies that the mean number of high priority customers in the system, $E[N_H]$, is equal to $E[N_{GPS}^{\rho H}]$. Hence, applying Little’s formula, the mean sojourn time $E[S_H]$ is given by:

$$E[S_H] = \frac{E[N_H]}{\lambda_H} = \frac{E[N_{GPS}^{\rho H}]}{\lambda_H}, \quad (5)$$

where $E[N_{GPS}^{\rho}]$ is given by (2) and (3).

**Remark 3.1**

The special form of formula (1) derived by Cohen [6] implies that the stationary distribution of the number of customers in a GPS system is *insensitive* to the service requirement distribution, apart from its first moment. Thus, the above results also hold for the case of generally distributed service requirements.

**Remark 3.2**

Equations (1), (2) and (3) imply that the mean number of customers in the GPS system, and hence the mean number $E[N_H]$ of high priority customers in our multi server priority system, depends on the arrival rate and service requirement only through their product $\rho = \lambda\beta$.

**Remark 3.3**

Formula (1) implies that the distributions of the residual service requirements of the individual customers in a GPS system are all equal and independent of the total number of customers present in the system. In particular, this distribution is the so called 'excess distribution' of the initial service requirements well known from renewal theory (see, e.g., Chapter 1 of Tijms [19]). The mean residual service requirement of each of the customers is given by $\frac{\beta_2}{2\beta}$, where $\beta$ and $\beta_2$ are the first and second moment of the initial service requirement distribution $B(\cdot)$, respectively.

### 3.2 Low Priority Traffic

The analysis of sojourn times for low priority customers is more complicated. The complication is due to the fact that the service rate at which low priority customers are served fluctuates, depending on the variation in the number of high priority customers in the system. In general, an exact mathematical analysis does not seem to be possible. However, we will show that a simple and accurate approximation for the mean sojourn time of the low priority customers exists.

#### 3.2.1 Equal service requirements: $\beta_H = \beta_L$

Before considering the general case, we note that in the special case where the service requirements of both priority classes are the same, the mean sojourn time of the low priority customers can be derived exactly. To this end, note that the mean number of low-priority customers in the system is given by

$$E[N_L] = E[N_{H+L}] - E[N_H], \quad (6)$$

where $N_{H+L}$ stands for the total number of customers in the system, and $N_L$ and $N_H$ are the number of low and high priority customers in the system, respectively. An exact expression
for $E[N_{H+L}]$ can be obtained by observing that the dynamic behavior the behavior of our priority system is stochastically identical to that of the 'corresponding' aggregated GPS system described in Cohen [6], i.e., the GPS system where no distinction is made between the priority classes and where customers with exponentially distributed service requirements (with mean $\beta_H = \beta_L$) arrive according to a Poisson process with rate $\lambda_H + \lambda_L$.

To this end, note that the state diagrams of the Markov chains describing the dynamics of $N_{H+L}(t)$ (defined as total the number of customers in the system at time $t$) are identical. More precisely, in both systems the stochastic process \{\$N_{H+L}(t), t > 0 \}$ can be described as a continuous-time birth-and-death process with state space $S = \{0, 1, \ldots\}$ and with transition rates $t_{i,i+1} = \lambda_H + \lambda_L$, and $t_{i+1,i} = 1/\beta_H = 1/\beta_L$, for $i = 0, 1, \ldots$. Consequently, $E[N_{H+L}] = E[N_{GPS}(\rho_{H+L})]$. From the analysis for the high priority customers in the previous section we have $E[N_H] = E[N_{GPS}(\rho_H)]$. Finally, from (6) and Little's formula, we obtain the mean sojourn time $E[S_L]$ of the low priority customers:

$$E[S_L] = \frac{E[N_{GPS}(\rho_{H+L})] - E[N_{GPS}(\rho_H)]}{\lambda_L},$$

where $E[N_{GPS}(\cdot)]$ is given by (2) and (3).

### 3.2.2 Unequal service requirements: $\beta_H \neq \beta_L$

When the service requirements are unequal, the above derivation based on direct analysis of the total number of customers in the system no longer applies. Now the idea is to consider first the total amount of unfinished work in our priority system and in the corresponding GPS system with the same aggregate input traffic (i.e., Poisson arrivals with rate $\lambda_H + \lambda_L$ and hyper exponentially distributed service requirements). In general, the unfinished work processes in these two systems are not exactly the same. However, based on a more detailed comparison, it may be expected that the total unfinished work $W_{H+L}$ in the priority system can be very well approximated by the unfinished work $W_{GPS}$ in the corresponding GPS system. In particular, it is easily verified that for the single server case ($C = 1$) they are exactly the same; and also for high and low system loads it is readily seen that the approximation is very accurate. So our starting point is:

$$E[W_H] + E[W_L] = E[W_{L+H}] \approx E[W_{GPS}].$$

The total amount of unfinished work in the GPS system can be obtained from Cohen’s general result for the joint distribution of number of customers and their residual service requirements, see (1). In particular, from the special 'product' form of this formula it is easily found that $E[W_{GPS}]$ can be expressed as follows (see also Remark 3.3):

$$E[W_{GPS}] = \frac{\beta_2}{2\beta} E[N_{GPS}(\rho_{H+L})],$$

where $\beta$ and $\beta_2$ are the first and second moment of the hyper-exponentially distributed service requirements of the customers in our corresponding GPS model:

$$\beta = \frac{\lambda_H}{\lambda_H + \lambda_L} \beta_H + \frac{\lambda_L}{\lambda_H + \lambda_L} \beta_L,$$

$$\beta_2 = \frac{\lambda_H}{\lambda_H + \lambda_L} 2\beta_H^2 + \frac{\lambda_L}{\lambda_H + \lambda_L} 2\beta_L^2.$$
From the discussion in Section 3.1 about the behavior of the high priority customers and from (1) it is clear that,

\[ E[W_H] = \beta_H E[N_{GPS}(\rho_H)]. \]  

(12)

Now, applying the approximation step (8), we obtain the following estimation for the mean amount of unfinished work \( E[W_L] \) belonging to the low priority customers in the system:

\[ E[W_L] \approx E[W_{GPS}] - E[W_H] = \frac{\beta_L}{2\beta} E[N_{GPS}(\rho_{H+L})] - \beta_H E[N_{GPS}(\rho_H)]. \]  

(13)

Next, using the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, the mean amount of unfinished low priority work \( E[W_L] \) can easily be related to the mean number of low priority customers \( E[N_L] \) in the system:

\[ E[N_L] = \frac{E[W_L]}{\beta_L}. \]  

(14)

Finally, from Little’s formula we obtain

\[ E[S_L] = \frac{E[N_L]}{\lambda_L} = \frac{E[W_L]}{\rho_L} \approx \frac{\beta_L}{2\beta} E[N_{GPS}(\rho_{H+L})] - \beta_H E[N_{GPS}(\rho_H)] \frac{\rho_L}{\rho}. \]  

(15)

**Remark 3.4**

The above approximation yields exact results for the special case of equal service times for high and low priority customers considered in Section 3.2.1. Indeed, in that case \( \frac{\beta_L}{2\beta} = \beta_H = \beta_L \) and, hence, the right hand sides of (15) and (7) are equal.

**Remark 3.5**

In the single server case (i.e., \( C = 1 \)) the total amount of unfinished work in the system is independent of the priority scheme and service discipline (as long as they are work conserving). That is, the approximation step (8) is exact and we obtain from (15) and (4), after some calculations:

\[ E[S_L] = \frac{\beta_L}{(1 - \rho_H + L)} + \frac{\rho_L \beta_H}{(1 - \rho_H + L)(1 - \rho_H)}. \]  

(16)

It is easy to verify that this result coincides with the mean sojourn time result obtained by Nunez-Queija [15] for the M/M/1-PS model with an ON/OFF server. To this end, take the ON and OFF periods in Nunez-Queija’s model equal to the idle and busy periods of the high priority customers in our model. More precisely, the idle periods are exponentially distributed with mean \( 1/\lambda_H \), and the first two moments of a busy period of the M/M/1 model (with first-in-first-out service) are given by \( m_1 := \beta_H/(1 - \rho_H) \) and \( m_2 := 2\beta_H^2/(1 - \rho_H)^3 \), respectively.

### 4 Numerical Results

To assess the accuracy of the approximations discussed in section 3.2.2, we have performed numerous numerical experiments by comparing the approximations with simulation results. The results are outlined below.

First, consider a two-server model with \( \lambda_L = 1, \beta_L = 1 \). Define the asymmetry in the
service rates of the two priority classes by \( a := \beta_H / \beta_L \). We have calculated the exact and approximated values of the mean sojourn times for the low priority customers for different values of the total load per server (i.e., \( \rho_{H+L} / C \)) and the asymmetry parameter \( a \) (defined above). The "exact" values have been obtained via simulations, and the approximations have been calculated from (15). Denoting the approximated mean sojourn times of the low priority customers by \( E_{\text{approx}} [S_L] \), and the exact (simulated) results by \( E_{\text{exact}} [S_L] \), the relative error of the approximations is defined as follows:

\[
\Delta := 100 \times \frac{\text{abs} \left( \frac{E_{\text{approx}} [S_L] - E_{\text{exact}} [S_L]}{E_{\text{exact}} [S_L]} \right)}{1},
\]

where \( \text{abs}(\cdot) \) stands for the absolute value. Table 1 shows the expected sojourn times for the low priority customers as a function of the total load per server (i.e., \( \rho_{H+L} / C \)) and for \( a = 1/4 \) and 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \rho_{H+L} / C )</th>
<th>( a = 1/4 )</th>
<th>( a = 4 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exact</td>
<td>app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>6.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>12.38</td>
<td>12.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Expected sojourn times for low priority traffic for different values of the total load per server \((C = 2)\).

The results in Table 1 demonstrate that the approximations are extremely accurate in all considered cases. In fact, in all cases considered in Table 1 the relative error (defined above) in the approximations is less than 4\%, and even less than 1\% in most cases. To assess the validity of the approximations for a larger number of servers, we have also calculated the results for the model with four servers, with \( \lambda_L = 2 \) and \( \beta_L = 1 \). Table 2 shows the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \rho_{H+L} / C )</th>
<th>( a = 1/4 )</th>
<th>( a = 4 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exact</td>
<td>app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Expected sojourn times for low priority traffic for different values of the total load per server \((C = 4)\).

The results in Table 2 also show that the approximations are extremely accurate in all cases considered. In fact, the worst-case scenario was found for the case \( a = 4 \) and \( \rho_{H+L} / C = 0.75 \) (i.e., where \( \lambda_H = 0.25 \) and \( \beta_H = 4 \)), and even in that case the relative error was found to be no more than 6.1\%.

Next, we consider the impact of the number of servers on the accuracy of the approximations. To this end, Table 3 shows the exact and approximated mean sojourn times for low priority traffic as a function of the number of servers, while the load per server is kept fixed. Table 2 shows the results for \( a = 1/4 \), \( \beta_H = 0.25 \), \( \beta_L = 1 \), \( \rho_L / C = 0.5 \), and where \( \lambda_L \) is varied such that the load per server (i.e., \( \rho_{H+L} / C \)) takes the values 0.70, 0.80 and 0.90.
Table 3: Expected sojourn times for low priority traffic for different numbers of servers for given load per server.

Table 3 illustrates that the approximations are strikingly accurate in all considered cases, and does not depend significantly on the number of servers. The maximum relative error was found to be even less than 2%.

Although the quality of the approximations is extremely good in all considered cases, each approximation almost by definition may become less accurate for specific parameter combinations. Extensive numerical experiments have indicated that the worst-case approximations are consistently found in cases where the following two conditions are met: (1) the mean service time for the high priority customers is large compared to the mean service times of the low priority customers (i.e., when \( a = \beta_H / \beta_L \) becomes large), and (2) the total load per server is neither high nor low, say between 0.70 and 0.90. To support this observation, we have also performed numerical experiments with highly asymmetric service rates (\( a = 10 \)), and in that case relative errors up to 10-15% were found. This phenomenon is due to the fact that for \( a \) large the approximation step in (8) becomes less accurate. An intuitive explanation may be that in the \((H + L)\)-system (i.e., the aggregated system without priorities, with arrival rate \( \lambda_H + \lambda_L \) and with hyper-exponentially distributed service times with the first two moments given in (10) and (11)) the customers with relatively large service-time requirements receive a lower service rate than in the priority system. Consequently, the total mean amount of work (primarily caused by the high priority customers) in the priority system is expected to be smaller than in the \((H + L)\)-system. In this context, it is important to note that this situation is of minor importance because in practice \( \beta_H << \beta_L \), i.e., the service requirements of high priority transactions are generally small compared to the service requirements of low priority transactions. Refinement of the approximations presented here is beyond the scope of the present paper, and is an interesting topic for further study.

5 Conclusions and Topics for Further Research

To summarize, in this paper we have studied the average sojourn time in a multi-server processor sharing model with two priority classes. We presented a closed-form expression for the mean sojourn time for the high priority customers. For the low priority customers, an exact expression for the mean sojourn time is presented for the single-server case. For the multi-server case, in the absence of exact detailed results, we have derived a simple and fast-to-evaluate closed-form approximation of the mean sojourn times. Numerical results demonstrate that the approximation is extremely accurate in many cases.

The results presented in this paper lead to a number of challenging topics for further research. First, in the present paper it is assumed that the customers are served in a
processor sharing fashion, which seems to be suitable for the modeling of servers that are CPU-bound. Examples are multi-threaded HTTP Web servers with significant server-side scripting (cf. [2]). In many applications however, it is more natural to assume that the customers at the queues are served in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) order. Examples of such applications are file servers requiring a significant amount of disk I/O operations, so that the performance bottleneck is the disk I/O speed, rather than the CPU capacity. This type of applications leads to FIFO-type, rather than PS-type of queueing models. Analysis of multi-server FIFO queuing models with multiple priority classes is a challenging topic for further research. Second, an interesting issue that may have a significant impact on the performance of multi-threaded servers is locking. For example, if a thread of execution needs to access data stored in shared memory locking issues may occur frequently. Analyzing and quantifying the impact of locking mechanisms on server performance is an interesting area for further research. Third, in the present model we consider two priority classes. However, the results in this paper can be extended models with an arbitrary number of priority classes in a straightforward manner. So far, we have not yet considered the accuracy of the approximation methods in models with a multiple priority classes, which addresses an interesting topic for further research. Fourth, in the present paper it is assumed that the arrival processes are homogeneous Poisson arrival processes. However, in many applications the arrival processes are highly correlated, so that the Poisson assumption is not realistic. For instance, the arrival process of transaction requests at HTTP Web servers is characterized by successive burst of arrivals. To capture the impact of correlated arrivals on the processing times of servers with correlated arrivals, the Poisson assumption needs to be relaxed. Analysis of the model with non-Poisson type of arrival processes is topic for further research. Fifth, in this paper it is assumed that the service times are exponentially distributed. It is interesting to investigate whether the results can be generalized to a more general class of service-time distributions. In this context, notice that the results for the high priority class (based on [6]) only depend on the service-time distribution through the mean, so that the results for the high priority class can be extended easily to non-exponential service-time distributions. For the low priority customers, a similar insensitivity property is not generally valid, leaving an interesting challenge for further research. Finally, in this paper we studied the processing times for a single network node, whereas in practice applications require a sequence of transactions. The latter requires extension of the single-node results to a multi-node network environment. In this context, relevant results have been obtained Choudhury and Houck [4] and Whitt [20]. It is a topic for further research to extend the single-node results in the present paper to a network environment with multiple network nodes.
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